
 

 
 

 

 

Content – Resources checklist 

 Can the resource be used to support adult education practitioners in their work or is there a 

clear benefit for the adult learners that they work with? 

 Have you supplied a link to the online resource or, if the resource is on your own computer, 

have you uploaded it? 

 Have you stated whether the resource is free or, if not, have you stated the terms of the 

copyright? 

 Have you written around 200 original words to accompany the resource?  

 Have you written a summary of up to 100 words? 

 Is the resource less than five years old? 

 

Resources need to have a clear link to adult education. They can focus on many different areas of 

adult education, but must be aimed at practitioners who work with adult learners.  

There is no word limit to resources themselves, but you should aim for around 200 original words to 

accompany it. Within this original content, you should explain what the resource is, who it is 

targeted at, what the benefits are of using it and any unique features, for example an impact 

measuring tool. You can also add a brief summary to introduce other users to the resource. This will 

help them to decide if the resource will be of interest to them without having to read the main body 

of text or the resource itself first.  

Please only supply resources that are no older than five years. If they are older than this, it is likely 

that they will have already been supplied and will be present on the platform. We also want to give 

our users the best chance of accessing resources that are new to them and not ones that they will 

have come across already.  

See this list of existing resources on EPALE to give you a better idea of the kind of content we are 

looking for: 

 Toolkit by the Prisoners’ Education Trust that aims to help prison staff, academics, widening 

access staff and students understand the different types of prison-university partnerships and 

provides guidance on starting new projects 

 REVEAL, an Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership project has developed platform PROVIDE, which 

helps adult educators to find Key Action 1 job shadowing opportunities and courses across 

the EU free of charge 

 Collecting Europe – Identity - The British Council delivered an English as a Second Language 

(ESOL) lesson plan for adults of CEFR level B2 and above, focused on identity in Europe 

 ICT Tree of Learning resource created by the Education and Training Foundation for tutors of 

ICT, but can be adapted for other areas 

 UCAS Research: Admissions patterns for mature applicants (2017 cycle) 

 A Family Learning framework to help practitioners to plan, develop, deliver and evaluate 

family learning in Scotland  

http://bit.ly/2GvsEXE
http://bit.ly/2TRIxKn
Collecting%20Europe%20–%20Identity
http://bit.ly/2sVEZLR
http://bit.ly/2OBLX1j
http://bit.ly/2KbRuJU

